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20 ẃ�<QT<V"X§ëR����#TDJx§?
WHAT ’ S IT LIKE LIVING IN KOREA?

In this Unit we learn to say what the weather’s like, what it’s like to study Korean, on so on. We also
look at how to form an adverb out of a verb, how to use pronouns, and what to say if we want the
person we’re speaking to to agree with what we’re saying.

1 Weather & Climate

¢ëR�� weather ���µ climate

Aµ� spring #U?Ù¾ summer

��©÷� autumn ��©�� winter

�� rain ����x¦- It rains.

pæ� snow ~���- cloudy

5�3�À season ;FV��4�÷ rainy season

��6FS wind ��6FS��§��- windy

2 General

ßîÄÈ* movie, cinema 0
Àt« (+ neg) not especially

ØIÄ	� scenery ��t�- fast, quick

@µ� body §���¾õ�- inconvenient

@µ�<Vª��- good for the body ��oîU�- tired

®"� ó̈À things to do s¼õ3�À�- kind

���̈ very ����½õ�- diligent

�/�̈ too (much) ¡ëZ- same

¦��rý» of course ��t�- different

 ���q� ... And then ... ���½õ dictionary

 �.�Ê��ńP ... But ... ẃ�ßîÄ���½õ Korean-English dictionary

3 Learning Korean involves ...

¥ëR��� speaking >¹��� listening

ó̈Ð�� reading ¤��� writing

8FQ��¤��� dictation ¦ëRC¹� pronunciation
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Eating, studying, working etc

In fact the suffix -��, attached to the verb stem, is a productive device; it makes an ‘-ing’ noun from
a verb. Some examples:

��- ���� going §ëR- §ëR�� living

v¦- v¦�� looking <O[��- <O[���� studying

Üí½- Üí½�� eating ����- ������ drinking

It’s easy to ...

When we want to say that we find certain activities easy we can say

... VST-��(��)õíö�x§. NOTES: The use of the subject particle is optional.

EXAMPLES

ẃ�<QT¥ëRvÞ�:������õíö�x§. It’s easy to learn Korean.

�Hvë�¢ëR<VpÙ� ó̈À�����@�ø¤÷�#Tx§. It’s hard to work on hot days.

!Tw�t«����pÙ�§���¾õB�x§. It’s inconvenient to go by bus.

ẃ�<QT¥ëRvÞ�|�»��"X<O[����#T�Ovë���Ã¡ëZ��x§. It seems studying Korean by myself is hard.

I like/dislike doing ...

When we want to describe things we like, or dislike, doing we can say

VST-��(¥ü½)ª����B�x§/§óÖ#TB�x§. NOTES: The use of the object particle is optional.

EXAMPLES

�̈¥ëR<Vs¼õ���q�r�8�8FV<V����¥ü½ª����B�x§.
I like going toNoraebang (karaoke) with my friends on weekends.

@��pÙ� P̧ô ó̈Ð��¥ü½ª����B�x§. Tae-U likes reading books.

��<�ø<V ó̈ÀEN½ ó̈À#T����¥ü½§óÖ#TB�x§. I dislike waking up early in the morning.

Â�<QT#Tt«¥ëR���pÙ�ª�������ńP¤���pÙ�§óÖ#TB�x§.
I like speaking in a foreign language but I don’t like writing in it.

We would like you to do ...

Another context in which you’ll hear the VST-�� regularly is in the construction ...�����
��¤ëT����. Public announcements – in airplanes, airport terminals and other public places, for example,
usually request people to follow instructions in this way.����- meansdesire, want.

4 Adverbs

There are various ways to describe HOW an action was/is performed. Note that Korean use of
adverbs of manner extends not only to the way in which an action is performed but to its outcome as
well.

• With DVST that end in�-, we replace the�- with�-:

s¼õ3�À�- kind s¼õ3�À� kindly
����½õ�- diligent ����½õ� diligently
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• With DVST that end in� ort�, we replace the�/t� with -���:

��t�- fast, quick ±ëR�� quickly
/�À- (is) far /�À�� far away

• With some DVST we add -��, but examples of their use are not so many in number that it’s
usually better to simply commit the adverb form to memory.

¥ëa- many ¥ëa�� a lot/copiously
¡ëZ- be same ¡ëZ�� together

• We can add -5� to the majority of DVSTs:

=���ó̈Ì- be interesting =���ó̈Ì5� interestingly
n>Uó̈Ì- delicious n>Uó̈Ì5� deliciously
����- bad ����5� badly
�p°- easy �p°5� easily
<W��- pretty <W��5� prettily
ó�¡ëT- glad ó�¡ëT5� gladly
}ùù- (chili) hot }ùù5� with a lot of chili (’hotly’)
=��- late =��5� late

Some examples:

n>U ó̈Ì5�s�;Vx§! Enjoy your food!/Bon appetit.

#U?Ù¾8FV@}�©÷�=���ó̈Ì5���zóÌ#Tx§. I had a good time in the summer holidays.

@}�M�û¤÷���q��̈¥ü½����5�¥ëR�ÿ�#Tx§. The students spoke poorly of the professor.

���pÙ���;FV<V"XvøÀ©÷���5�§ë̂#Tx§. We bought our clothes cheaply in the market.

#T N��pÙ�3NÁ	�¥ü½}ùù5� ńP¤÷�2�Ì#Tx§. Mother made theGimchi hot to the taste.

�¥¾ßîÄ��pÙ� ẃ�Aµ�©÷��½õ=V��<W��5� ó̈Â#Tx§. Seon-Yeong always wearsHanbok beautifully.

=��5�Â�"X��q́P®"�����. I’m sorry I came late.

��j́P2�×#Tx§.±ëR��¡ëT����. We haven’t got much time. Quick let’s go.

¥ëa��s�;Vx§. Bon appetit! (Lit. ’Take a lot’.)

5 Personal pronouns

Number Person
Connotations

HUMBLE NEUTRAL EXALTED

SINGULAR

I $\/=V ��/61 (I)
II �//63 (you) title/kinship term, eg,�¥¾M�û4NÁ

III
��/ �/$\��6FS (he/she),

��/ �/$\të�
��/ �/$\��Ã(or��) (it)

PLURAL

I $\È�(¤÷�) ���(¤÷�) (we) title/kinship term plus¤÷�
II �/È�(¤÷�) (you, pl) #U�Ntë�

III
��/ �/$\��6FS¤÷� (they),

��/ �/$\të�¤÷�
��/ �/$\��Ã¤÷� (they, non-human)
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As you have noticed already, we usually don’t put personal pronouns in a Korean sentence if the
context is clear, ie, if you, the speaker, think that the hearer knows who you are talking about. If you are
going to use personal pronouns, then you’ll need to take note of the fact that, broadly speaking, Korean
makes three kinds of distinctions in deciding which pronoun is appropriate.

Distinction A: whether the speaker is being self-deprecating and thus humble

In referring to ourselves$\ is used,=V before the subject particle��. Note also that=V is the
possessive form, ie,my, of$\.

$\pÙ��¥¾ßîÄ��<Vx§. I’m Seon-Yeong .

=V��?Ù¾vÞ����¥¾ßîÄ��<Vx§. My name isI Seon -Yeong .

=V���ÿ�#Tx§. I did it.

$\¥ü½ ńP��q�§óÉ#T�ÿ�#Tx§. He wanted to see me.

We can’t refer to others in self-deprecating mode of course; they must be referred to in terms of
neutrality or honour.

Distinction B: whether the speaker is striking a neutral tone

In referring to ourselves and others neutrally, that is, showing neither respect nor disrespect, we use
the following pronouns.

First person

We use��, and61 before the subject particle�� or when used as the possessive pronoun, ie,my.

��pÙ��¥¾ßîÄ��<Vx§. I’m Seon-Yeong .

61��?Ù¾vÞ����¥¾ßîÄ��<Vx§. My name isI Seon -Yeong .

61���ÿ�#Tx§. I did it.

��¥ü½ ńP��q�§óÉ#T�ÿ�#Tx§. He wanted to see me.

Second person

We use�/,63 before the subject particle�� or when used as the possessive pronoun, ie,your.

�/pÙ�¦ëTÜí½2�Ì��? Have you eaten?

63��@}�q�<V����? Are you going to school?

�/È�¤÷�vÞ�¦ëTÜí½2�Ì��? Have you (pl) eaten?

Note that the ending -�� is a question form used in the intimate speech style, calledpanmal(ó�¥ëR).
Panmal, which we meet later on in this course, is used when the speakers have a well established, close
personal relationship. We mention this here because�/,63 or�/È� would always be used withpanmal.

Third person

We use����6FS, ���6FS and$\��6FS for humans, and����Ã, ���Ã and$\��Ã for inanimate objects.
����Ã, ���Ã and$\��Ã are often shortened in everyday speech to����, ��� and$\�� – we met����
already in Unit 6. Note also that when����, ��� and$\�� are used together with the subject particle
-��, they become further shortened:��5�, �5� and$\5�.

 ���6FSvÞ�����<Wx§? Who is he/she?

 ���ÃvÞ�óê<Wx§? What is it?

����óê<Wx§? What’s this?

��5��Hª����x§. This is better.
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Distinction C: whether the speaker is showing honour to the person being referred to

Second person

Korean lacks a pronoun foryou, respected person. We use a status referent, appropriate to the person
we are talking about, such as�¥¾M�û4NÁ, -�� etc. In most cases, this is the same expression that we would
use when addressing the person (to catch his/her attention). Regarding the usage of -��, we normally
use the person’s full name with -�� (eg,���¥¾ßîÄ��), but we can use the person’s given name with -�� if
we feel that the person is close and familiar (eg,�¥¾ßîÄ��). It would be taken as rude to just say����.

3NÁ�¥¾M�û4NÁvÞ��½õ=Vx¦ÞîÌ#Tx§? When did you (Mr Kim) come?

���¥¾ßîÄ��pÙ��½õ=Vx¦ÞîÌ#Tx§? When did you (MissI Seon -Yeong ) come?

�¥¾ßîÄ��pÙ��½õ=Vx¦ÞîÌ#Tx§? When did you (Seon-Yeong ) come?

#U�Ntë�vÞ���<SXóê<O[��;Vx§? What do you (pl, many respected people) study now?

Third person:��të�, �të�,$\të�

$\të�vÞ�����<Wx§? Who’s that (respected person)?

6 Making exclamations

In listening to people speaking Korean you may often hear them adding extra emphasis to what
they’re saying by using the verb ending -63(x§). Look at the following examples.

ẃ�<QT#T��=��� ó̈Ì63x§! Well, Korean is interesting!

@����x¦63x§! Well, well – here comes Tae-U!

3NÁ	������̈}ùù63x§! Well, well, this Gimchi’s very spicy!

x¦£ò�¢ëR��pÙ�-ýÂ63x§! It’s really hot today!

Note that -63x§ is one of the verb endings which indicate various attitudes of the speaker towards the
message that he/she is conveying. For instance, in sayingẃ�<QT#T��=��� ó̈Ì63x§ the speakers presents
it as a kind of surprise, discovery, and so on that Korean is interesting.

7 ... isn’t it?/don’t you think? etc

Another example for a verb ending which indicates some attitude of the speaker towards the message
is -��x§. In conversation, VST-��x§, pronounced with a rising intonation, invites the person being
spoken to agree with a comment on a third party. It softens the direct effect of a plain statement, and is
similar to the English tag questions ‘.., isn’t it?’, ‘.., won’t you?’ etc.

VST-��x§?↗

EXAMPLES

ẃ�<QT¥ëR��#TÞ�Â��x§?↗ Korean is difficult, don’t you think?↗

ẃ�<QT��ª����x§?↗ Korea’s nice, don’t you think?↗

 �ßîÄÈ*,¤���x§?↗ You’ve seen the movie, haven’t you?↗

ẃ�<QTC¹�9N½��}ùù��x§?↗ Korean food’s hot, don’t you think?↗
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But when VST-��x§ is pronounced with falling intonation it doesn’t invite agreement, but expresses
confidence that the person being addressed sees things the same way. People usually don’t disagree
when others make observations such as

EXAMPLES

E×¿��x§?↘ Cold, isn’t it?↘

x§D����������x§?↘ You’re busy these days, aren’t you?↘

9N½���ÿ���x§?↘ You’ve eaten, haven’t you?↘

������¤÷�2�Ì��x§?↘ You heard the story, didn’t you?↘

Again, this reflects the practice in English, where a falling intonation on tag questions presumes
agreement.

8 Some Useful Expressions

Ü�����¾õ, ... The reason is that ... ó�s��� �.�Ê��pÙ� ë̈a��x§. Not necessarily so.

��§óÀvÞ� ... In fact, ... #U�N�������®t« ... For various reasons ...

<W¥ü½¤÷�#T"X ... For example, ... #Tr���Ã¥ëR��<Vx§? Which one do you mean?

 �5������� ... That’s not it./That’s not the point. GÙº� especially

63,7FW��x§. Yes, that’s right. Ißº�� ... By any chance ...

63, ��½õu¦:GV��<Vx§. Yes, it seems to be that way.óê��óê��B�s¦ ... Whatever one says [about it] ...

9 Cultural Notes: Korea’s Climate

In this Unit we learn some ways of talking about weather and climate, so if you’re not very familiar with
Korea’s climate the following notes may be of interest. There is relatively little internal variation in Korea’s
climate, and so while our description applies specifically to Seoul, it applies to all the significant population
centres on the Peninsula as well.

Korea has a temperate climate, marked by hot, humid summers and long, cold, generally dry winters. It is also
a continental climate, with the majority of its weather patterns the result of slow, stable development over
continental North Asia. The day-to-day variation in weather patterns that most Australians, especially those who
live on the east coast, are subject to is by and large absent from Korea’s weather.

Running through the calendar year, the New Year finds Korea in the depth of winter. By and large the winter
climate is clear and sunny with occasional snow, but although much of Korea is on the same latitude as the
Mediterranean Sea, the winters are, by Australian standards, quite cold. This is mainly due to the continental
climate pattern which brings in masses of cold air from west and north of the peninsula. Average temperature
ranges for January would be about minus five to one or two degrees, and when the wind is from the north the chill
factor can take the temperature down to minus twenty and further. There is little real change in this pattern until
March, when things begin to warm up, although cold snaps can still occur in late March. These snaps can often
kill spring buds, and so are called°%]M�ø�ö� (literally, the cold that envies the flowers). In April the weather
warms up rapidly, and by May the daily temperature range is about fifteen to twenty-five degrees.

By late May the daily temperature is quite high, and for the next two months conditions remain hot and humid
- low thirties in the day, mid twenties at night, with little in the way of relief, day or night. This is part of the
build-up to the annual rainy season that usually lasts for three weeks or so, spread over June and July. After
another burst of heat, temperatures begin to fall in mid September and the humidity subsides. The height of
autumn lasts from mid September to the beginning of November, and is generally regarded as the finest time of
the year, with cool, fine, crisp days and mild nights. Winter weather then begins to appear in November, and snow
showers can occur from mid November onwards. By December winter has set in and sub-zero temperatures are
regular.
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